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Editorial
Welcome to the Winter USPS journal.
It has been a busy few months since the Spring issue of this issue landed on your
doormat. April saw us have a stand at the annual General Assembly of Unitarian
and Free Christian Churches conference at Keele University. The months leading
up to this event was full of preparation in finding a speaker for the USPS
presentation at the General Assembly as well as sourcing material for our stand
organised (see full report in this issue). This was my first time at GA, although I
nearly didn’t get there! I had to hire a car for the day and then on the morning of
my journey (Wednesday 4th April) it began to snow! But nothing stops your
intrepid editor! GA was a great event and our guest speaker for the USPS
presentation was USPS member Dr. Roger Straughan who did us proud.
Also in this issue you will find a report of this years USPS conference at Great
Hucklow. The conference was one of the best ever, thanks to the hard work of Jo
Rogers and Hazel Reynolds in getting speakers. A report on the conference along
with details of the AGM, appear in this issue. The only downside to the whole
weekend was the sad news that our Secretary, Hazel Reynolds had been admitted
to hospital after suffering a stroke. Get well soon Hazel! And well in advance,
towards the back of the journal you will find details on next years USPS
conference at Warwick. On a personal level, I found this years conference not only
interesting but humbling. Interesting because of the depth of knowledge of all the
speakers. Humbling because I was extremely fortunate to be given nearly a full set
of USPS journals to help store and catalogue. It is only when looking through these
that you fully appreciate the the influential names involved in the history of our
Society.
I am delighted to say that this year’s Whitby Memorial Paper has been written by
Rev. Dr. Vernon Marshall. Many of you will know Vernon and will have no doubt
had the pleasure of meeting him at various Unitarian Events. I know from feedback
I have received that many of you enjoyed the memories of past USPS personalities
by our President Peter Underwood in the last issue. I know many of you will enjoy
Peter’s continuing memories on the various USPS members he has met over the
years.
As usual, contributions of articles and book reviews are always welcome from
USPS members. Please see deadlines on the inside back cover.
David Taylor
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President’s Page
Continuing my brief memories of some of the personalities I met at
meetings of the Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies, I must
include Professor Archie Roy from Glasgow University, Paul
Beard, a past President of the College of Psychic Studies, Melvyn
Stockwood former Bishop of Southward and Hilary Evans, forner
Council Member of the Society for Psychical Research and the
Folklore Society.
With Henry Habberley Price, Professor of Logic at New College
Oxford, who I mentioned last time, I visited several haunted houses
and his approach was intellectual rather than methodical. It was a fascinating exercise to watch him
dissect witnesses and then rely on me to adjudicate on the reported phenomena. We made a good
team. His support of the theory that apparitions are a form of recording on the psychic ether has
always seemed to me to be worthy of serious consideration and in my view, more than likely in many
instances.
Archie Roy is one of those people who make life better wherever they go. His presence always seems
to light up a room and his depth of knowledge, open mind, thoughtful consideration of all opinions,
innate kindness, clear speaking and memorable presence have benefited all who know him. He is, I
feel, the personification of a true Unitarian. We don’t really keep in touch but whenever we meet, the
years fall away and a shared outlook on the paranormal, and a kind of mutual admiration and respect
takes over. Professor of Astronomy at the University of Glasgow since 1977, and author of a dozen
authoritative works on astronomy and astrodynamics, his lecture on ‘Time and Consciousness’ was a
landmark.
Paul Beard, a founder member of USPS, was always delightful company. A literary man who was a
prolific contributor to Spiritualist journals, he wrote books on such subjects as ‘Survival of Death’,
‘Living On’, ‘Hidden Man’ and ‘Inner Eye, Listening Ear’. He dedicated the latter volume to ‘The
early pioneers whose courage achieved so much’. The Daily Telegraph described his book on survival
as “an unusually fair and thorough examination of the complexity of psychic phenomena”.
He once told me that he believed an obsession with and habitual use of the ouija board could bring
about contact with a malevolent dead person capable of infiltrating the victim’s personality and
causing visual hallucinations. He and Maurice Barbanell, the long-time editor of ‘Psychic News’,
entered into a pact whereby the first to die would report back to the other. In the event Barbanell died
first and Beard conducted over thirty sessions of conversations with his departed friend via a medium
over a period of four years. He then produced ‘The Barbanell Papers’ during the course of which
Barbanell apparently revealed that the afterlife was “much more exciting” than he had expected.
A modest and retiring man who enjoyed walking and climbing in the Lake District, Paul Beard’s
belief in life after death was unswerving and he approached his own passing with an interest
bordering on enthusiasm. He left an estate valued at nearly two million pounds. “Whatever is learned
on earth”, he used to say, “or what we think we have learned, the path still winds forward and the
quest goes on. The horizons extend, not diminish”.
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Then there was Melvyn Stockwood, a former Bishop of Southwark, with whom I visited several
haunted houses; and the novelist Rosamond Lehmann, whose daughter’s sudden death led her to
explore Spiritualism and see behind her personal strange experiences of time travel, out of body
experiences and other aspects of the inexplicable that she found captivating. I remember her saying
how fascinated she was to discover that the truths she found had been known from the beginning of
recorded history. The Tibetan and the Egyptian Book Books of the Dead, the Upanishad, Plato, the
Gospels, Shakespeare, Dante, Blake, Wordsworth, Tennyson, Browning etc... All the great minds of
the world had known, intuitively, that consciousness was indestructible and was the “one unifying and
underlying reality”.
I knew the the Poet Laureate, Cecil Day Lewis (who used to buy his coffee from the coffee shop in
Bedfordbury that I frequented and we often had a chat). After nine years with Rosemond Lehmann
he abandoned her for the young actress Jill Balcon; a ‘betrayal’ from which Rosamond never really
recovered. She was always puzzled by many people’s indifference to paranormal matters that seemed
to her to be of such paramount importance but then, as she used to say, “Without first-hand
experience I too would probably have remained sceptical”.
Finally, for the moment, it was at a USPS conference that I first met Hilary Evans who ran, in his
wife’s name and with her active assistance, the renowned ‘Mary Evans Picture Library’ who have for
years now handled my collection of paranormal-associated pictures including the unique Greenwich
Ghost photograph and scores of photographs pertaining to the Borley Rectory haunting.
Mary Evans died in 2012 and it was really the books from her childhood that became the staple basis
of the extensive library. She and Hilary had always been avid collectors of old books, old pictures
and ephemera covering a wide range of subjects and while showing their collection to a friend one
day, it was suggested that they might turn their hobby into a business; ten years later the now famous
picture library was formally opened. Together they built up a business specializing in unusual and
rare images and they were seldom unable to meet a request for a specific image, although they had
to admit defeat when asked for an original photograph of Jesus Christ!
Hilary Evans, who never really got over the death of his wife, died the following year. He was always
interested in what he called ‘anomalous phenomena’ - UFOs, ghosts, parapsychology, magic, out of
the body experiences, fairies, folklore and so-called ‘street light interference’ . This is the
unconscious power of some people to turn off street lights simply by approaching them. It was the
subject of his last book.
Hilary Evans co-founded in 1981 the Association for the Scientific Study of Anomalous Phenomena
and was a long and distinguished member of the Society for Psychical Research, the Folklore Society
and the British UFO Research Association. I found Hilary knowledgeable, kind, systematic, open
minded and a wonderful conversationalist. I treasure the copy of his 2002 volume ‘Seeing Ghosts’
which he presented to me with the inscription, ‘To Peter Underwood, with admiration for all you have
done, these many years, to investigate and identify the ghost experience’.
My life has undoubtedly been enriched by the USPS and the wonderful people I have met at their
gatherings.
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Our hope for immortality
By Rev. Feargus O’Connor
G.K. Chesterton, the zealous and often controversial Roman Catholic convert brought up
under Unitarian influences, once likened a Unitarian to a person engaged in climbing a
gradual slope. As she steadily mounts it she discards one creedal garment after another: the
infallible Book, the infallible Church, the Incarnation, the Atonement … At last she stands
on the topmost peak. Only a belief in God and immortality remains. Most Unitarians,
Chesterton quipped, have the wit to stop there. They still have what he considers ‘the
essentials’. Others, less wise, mistaking mere movement for progress, still feel impelled to
move ever busily onwards, plunging right over the precipice.
Many argue that the absolute bedrock of all rational religious faith is belief in the existence
of God, the Supreme Mind behind the visible Cosmos, however that Creative Intelligence
may be conceived, and a reasoned hope for immortality: what the 19th Century American
Unitarian minister and scholar William Alger called the ‘very nerves and sinews of
religion’.
Sydney Mellone, the Unitarian scholar and first General Secretary of our GA, argued that
as spiritual beings each one of us could not completely realise our true potential in this one
short life and so do we not need an afterlife in order to unfold such personal potential?
This was also the view of Joseph Estlin Carpenter. Inspired by Eastern religious thought,
Carpenter was an outstanding Unitarian pioneer of comparative religion and expressed,
with feeling and heartfelt eloquence, his hope for the immortality of the soul, a hope
largely founded on what seems to me the obvious significance of the whole historic
process, the training of character. For this the ordinary threescore years and ten do not
appear to give anything like full scope. All sorts of powers and capacities lodged in us never
get themselves expressed; life is too short…
To Carpenter and many other Unitarians, the denial of the doctrine of the immortality of
the soul, a venerable rational philosophical belief that can be traced back to Plato and so
many of the greatest thinkers of the West and the East who have inspired our civilisation
and our thought, involves the assertion that the revered moral teachers and thinkers of the
world must themselves cease to exist, simply pass into extinction. But do not the vivid
personalities of Socrates, the Hebrew Prophets, the Buddha, Jesus and Francis of Assisi, as
well as such inspirational modern spiritual sages as Rammohan Roy, Rabindranath Tagore
and Mahatma Gandhi, indeed live on in our minds and hearts?
As James Martineau argued, the denial of our hope for immortality is the very negation of
the core teachings of so many of these great religious teachers. Martineau wrote:
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If the celestial hope [is] a delusion, we see plainly who are mistaken. Not the mean and
grovelling souls, who never reached to so great a thought; not the drowsy and easy natures,
who are content with the sleep of sense through life, and the sleep of darkness ever after;
not the selfish and pinched of conscience, of small thought and smaller love; no, these in
such case are right, and the universe is on their miserable scale. The deceived are the great
and holy, whom all [people] revere: [those] who have lived for something better than their
happiness, and spent themselves in the race, or fallen at the altar of human good.
May such a truly generous hearted and all-embracing vision animate and inspire each one
of us. May we hold fast to that ‘immortal hope’ of which the greatest prophets and sages
of humanity have given us a blessed assurance. It is a hope which the Rabbi of Nazareth,
the Founder of one of the world’s great faiths, assured us in his life and his teachings. It has
given such comfort to its believers for almost two thousand years.
It has inspired not only poets like Milton, Goethe, Wordsworth, Tennyson, Browning,
Longfellow and Tagore, novelists like Tolstoy and Victor Hugo, philosophers like Plato,
Kant and William James but billions of believers of the world’s great religions throughout
the ages with the assurance that such a future life will give meaning and a true perspective
to our present lives here and now.
When mere philosophic arguments fail to move us may this affirmation of Victor Hugo, one
of the greatest of all poets and novelists, inspire us with a faith that each and every one of
us has an eternal destiny that death cannot destroy.
I feel in myself the future life. I am like a forest cut down; the new shoots are stronger and
livelier than ever…. You say the soul is nothing but the result of the bodily powers. Why,
then, is my soul more luminous when my body begins to fail? The nearer I approach the
end the plainer I hear around me the immortal symphonies of the worlds which invite me.
It is marvellous, yet simple…. For half a century I have been writing my thoughts in prose
and in verse, history, philosophy, drama, romance, tradition, ode and song; I have tried all.
But I feel that I have not said the thousandth part of what is in me.
When I go down to the grave I can say like many others ‘I have finished my day’s work’,
but I cannot say ‘I have finished my life’. My day’s work will begin again in the morning.
The tomb is not a blind alley; it is a thoroughfare. It closes on the twilight; it opens on the
dawn.
May each of us be inspired by this noble and generous vision, this unconquerable hope, for
ourselves and all those dear to us, that blessed hope of immortality. Nothing surely could
be more important or more precious?
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Physical evidence that we live more than one life?
by Roy Stemman
Not only do many of world religions embrace the concept of reincarnation but New Age
followers with no religious affiliations are increasingly adopting it into their personal
philosophy of life. Which means that around half of our planet’s inhabitants – including
Hindus, Buddhists and Jains – believe we live more than one life on Earth.
But where’s the evidence to support that belief?
It is surprisingly abundant, as I have set out to show in The Big Book of Reincarnation
(Hierophant Publishing, May 2012). The book is the culmination of 50 years of study,
during which I have not only researched the history of belief in rebirth but also met many
individuals who are convinced they can recall one or more past lives. I’ve also interviewed
most of the leading scientists involved in reincarnation research and twice visited the
Lebanon, during the making of a British TV documentary, to investigate cases within the
Druze community, for whom reincarnation is the cornerstone of their religious beliefs.
There is no shortage of reincarnation cases to investigate, if you know where to look, but
finding the perfect case – one that satisfies the most diligent of researchers as well as
hardened skeptics – has proved impossible until now. There are, however, some extremely
impressive cases which, although not watertight, are very difficult to explain persuasively
with any other theory.
Much of this evidence revolves around children who begin talking about a previous
existence almost from the moment they can speak. Some chide their parents for not having
things they enjoyed in the life they claim to remember: perhaps a car, servants, fine food
and clothes or good schooling. A few even try to run away to find their past-life family.
Toran “Titu” Singh, born in a village close to the Taj Mahal in northern India, was typical
of such children. He began speaking at the age of one-and-a-half, sooner than his five
siblings, and early on he demanded, “Tell my grandfather to look after my children and my
wife. I am having my meals here and I am worried about them.”
Asked by his mother who he was, Titu replied, “I am from Agra. I don’t know how I came
here.” Later, he admonished his mother with the words, “Mummy, please don’t go out in
these clothes. I feel embarrassed by them. My wife had beautiful saris.” He also told her:
“Your house is dirty. I will not stay. My house is very big.” When expected to walk or take
a bus, he complained, “I used to go by car. I will not go on foot or in a bus.” As he grew
older, he would cry almost every day saying he wanted to “go home”.
He recalled many details of a previous life when he was Suresh Verme and owned Suresh
Radio, a shop in Sadar Bazaar in Agra. Suresh, who was also a noted smuggler on the black
market, was shot dead on 28 August, 1983. Titu’s memories were so accurate and detailed
that his past-life wife and parents accepted the boy as Suresh’s reincarnation.
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As a journalist, I realised when I encountered these stories – minutely researched and
carefully documented in scientific and parapsychology journals – that they deserved a
wider audience. I launched a magazine, Reincarnation International, in 1994 to share some
of these reports with a wider public. The publication also examined the similar memories
that are often recalled by adults under hypnosis, though I view these with far more
skepticism for the simple reason that their minds have already been exposed to a wealth of
information from books, movies and television that could influence or even produce the
dramas they recall during a hypnotic regression.
Reincarnation International later evolved into Life & Soul Magazine whose editorial scope
broadened to look at other evidence of an after-life. But, like so many specialist magazines,
it eventually ceased publication, in 2001, as the impact of digital publishing began to make
itself felt.
However, with a wealth of material that was unpublished and with fascinating new reports
and research continuing to appear in academic journals, it was time to put all this
information together into a single volume that sets out to answer many of the questions that
puzzle those who delve into past lives.
Do we all reincarnate? Do we return as the same sex? What role, if any, does karma play?
Do we have soul mates? Are we part of a group soul? Do animals have souls? Where do
new souls come from?
A total understanding of reincarnation is only possible if we can provide answers to most
of these questions, but acceptance of reincarnation for most people will depend on far more
than philosophical conjectures.
Fortunately, reincarnation research has taken us beyond that with impressive new evidence
that some individuals are not only born with memories of a past life which are subsequently
verified but also bring with them into their new life physical evidence that appears to
corroborate those claims, in the form of birthmarks and birth defects. For example, scars on
his head, coinciding with the entry and exit of the bullet that killed him in his previous
incarnation, are also a notable feature of the Titu Singh case, mentioned earlier.
I have dedicated The Big Book of Reincarnation to the memory of the late Dr Ian Stevenson,
a professor of psychiatry whose ground-breaking two-volume study of such cases has
added considerable weight to the already impressive volume of evidence collected over
several decades. My book deals with some of these cases in detail and also provides an
overview of his work.
Stevenson was a cautious scientist who, for most of his career, referred to his special area
of interest as cases suggestive of reincarnation. This reflected the fact that none of the cases
he investigated provided 100 per cent evidence. However, it is clear that he eventually
accepted reincarnation as the best explanation for some of the claims he investigated.
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It’s a view I share. In presenting the case for reincarnation, I have also been at pains to
explore alternative theories and to dismiss some claims that can be interpreted adequately
by more mundane explanations.
However, even if we refute some of the evidence as wish fulfillment, forgotten memories
or other psychological aberrations, we are still left with an important residue of cases which
indicate some individuals appear to have been born with memories of a former life and that
cannot be explained by normal means.
When a child is able to describe a previous existence and name the key players in that life,
even directing his new family to the village in which he or she was born and identifying the
former home and various relatives, it either challenges our understanding of human
perception and memory, or points very clearly to the possibility that a soul is not destroyed
when the body dies, but continues to exist until a new “home” is available for it to occupy.
And when that new child – animated by an “old” soul – is born, displaying marks and
defects that, it soon transpires, mirror wounds or injuries from that previous life, then it is
time for humanity to ponder the enormous implications of that discovery.
It is easy to dismiss such cases as oddities that simply cannot be explained – and do no
more about them. But they have occurred for centuries and show up in most cultures. The
numbers are small but sufficient to be recognized as a phenomenon that deserves intense
study.
After all, they could provide the answer to the age-old question: “Do we live after we die?”
(Roy’s latest book is reviewed in this issue)

“The principle mark of genius is not
perfection but originality, the opening of
new frontiers”.
Arthur Koestler
USPS Vice-President 1969-1983

Peter Langridge Memorial Fund
The USPS was recently kindly left a legacy by one of its members, Peter
Langridge.
The USPS Committee have decided to set up the Peter Langridge Memorial
Fund in memory of Peter and his generous donation of £2000. As of yet there are
no specific plans for what the fund will be used for. Members will be notified.
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Whitby Memorial Paper
Unitarianism and Spiritual Healing
by Rev Dr Vernon Marshall
Many years ago I pondered on why it is that Unitarians have ignored the healing aspect of
the movement’s ministry. Reading the gospels and understanding that Jesus considered
healing a vital part of his mission, and that such healings were not the miracles depicted by
the gospel writers, I felt that an important contribution to society was being neglected. My
late stepfather had been keen on the healing aspect of the Church’s work, first when he was
an active Spiritualist, and then when he was an Anglican. He was an admirer of Maurice
Maddocks, a local modest Church of England priest who witnessed healing done in his own
church. He then promoted healing in the Church and later, as a bishop, led research into
healing, being responsible for much of the work done on the subject in the last few decades.
Spiritual Healing
When I had had a dreadful health setback, being a sufferer of Clinical and Cyclothymic
Depression, I attended several weekly sessions of spiritual healing in the local area.
Something changed within me. I knew that without the help of my new friends I would not
have been able to cope with work again. It felt like a miracle that I was able to live normally
again. I felt that I had to give something back, and I decided to take things further. I trained
to be a healer myself, with the World Federation of Healing, a now defunct organisation,
though I now belong to the Spiritual Pathways Healing Association. I trained also in the
King Technique with the College of Spiritual Sciences and I became, ultimately, a Reiki
Master in two different forms of Reiki, Usui and Celtic. I also acquired a Diploma in
Healing Meditation with the BSYA. Though I now have little space in my life to use those
skills to the full, I am grateful that I have been able to engage in the lives of numerous
people in a very positive way.
Perhaps I need to be clear as to what type of healing I am championing. I am a spiritual
healer, using a form of therapy that may or may not involve physical touch, that connects
with a person’s energy field so as to promote physical, mental and spiritual circumstances
that enable healing to take place. It is known in various forms and has different names such
as Psychic Healing, Reiki, Hands on Healing, Transformational Healing and Touch for
Health. It was an integral and essential part of the ministry of Jesus and is present in the
work of most of the denominations in the Christian tradition. It is found also in some of the
other major religions of the world.
Spiritual Healing in Other Denominations
The one religious movement where spiritual healing is practised in every one of its
congregations is that of Spiritualism. In every incarnation of Spiritualism, for there are
several “denominations” within Spiritualism, healing is at the heart of church life, though
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sometimes equal with mediumship. Following the publication of Time to Heal in 2000, the
Church of England has also experienced hands on healing and anointing, thanks to approval
given by the Bishops’ Healing Ministry Strategy Group. There is some kind of healing
presence in the Roman Catholic Church, mostly by liturgical prayer and healing services.
An organisation called Baptists for Healing was created in 1999 to promote healing and
there is now within the Baptist denomination lots of examples of healing services and the
laying on of hands. In returns in 2001 it was reported that a third of Baptist Churches
offered healing prayer, a quarter anointed with oil, and half offered prayers with the laying
on of hands. The Methodists and the United Reformed Church mostly hold healing
services, of which there is a model in the URC Service Book, involving prayer with the
laying on of hands. Both of these denominations cooperate in a Health and Healing
development group to promote a healing ministry. The Quakers have their role to play too.
The Friends Fellowship of Healing was founded in 1935 to promote healing through prayer
and quietness, whilst its offspring, Quaker Spiritual Healers, offers contact healing.
Unitarian Examples of Spiritual Healing
There have been some Unitarians, ministers and layfolk, who have felt inspired to take up
Spiritual Healing as an aspect of the practice of their faith. Rev. Joyce Hazlehurst was a
British Unitarian Minister who studied in the USA but served ministries in the British West
Midlands. In fact, she conducted my Induction Service when I took up ministry at the New
Meeting in Birmingham. Joyce gave up the active ministry in order to devote herself to
what she called “Divine Healing”, a form of healing that she claimed came directly from
God. Even when she became old and frail, Joyce would travel many miles daily by public
transport to visit her many “patients”, often staying the night to be alongside them. She was
very well respected and there are many stories alive about how transformations were made
owing to her work.
In the 1977 a former Welsh Congregationalist Minister called John Jewsbury joined the
ranks of the Unitarian Ministry, serving congregations in South Wales before moving to the
Bradford and Kirkdale group in West Yorkshire. With his wife Val he conducted healing
sessions, held regular healing services, promoted spiritual healing at conferences and at
meetings within the Unitarian movement.
The late Rev. Simon John Barlow was a keen promoter of spiritual healing and conducted
regular healing services whilst serving in an interim capacity at Hyde Chapel, in Hyde,
Greater Manchester. I remember participating myself in a healing service whilst I was an
interim Minister in Padiham.
Rev. Celia Cartwright, a Reiki Healing Practitioner and Shamanic Practitioner, this year
held a healing service where congregants prayed for healing and lit candles for those in
need of healing support. On that same afternoon a group of nine held a healing meditation
and created healing-prayer flags which were tied to a tree in chapel garden.
A few years ago I conducted worship in the Nottage congregation, in South Wales.
Following the service Reiki healing was offered in the hall by two members, Annette Marsh
and Marie Rosenberg. There were plenty of takers for something that seemed to be an
acceptable practice by this small but lively Unitarian congregation.
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Two members of the Godalming congregation, Nick Morrice and Rob Oulton, two trained
healers, hold healing sessions in the chapel under the auspices of the Healing Trust,
formerly the National Federation of Spiritual Healers. Not all the chapel members are in
sympathy but, as it is not formerly a chapel project, it is tolerated and some chapel members
have attended and a couple of recipients of healing have become chapel members following
their involvement with the healing group.
A similar experience is that of the Horsham congregation. A chapel member, Carol
Chambers, leads a regular Meditation and Healing Session and though it is not an official
event of the chapel, there is an inevitable identification of the healing with the chapel itself
in the eyes of the community. There is an outside healing group also that meets in the
Croydon Church building and it is to be noted that the annual Summer School in Great
Hucklow also holds healing sessions.
There are examples of other Unitarian congregations that allow their premises to be used
for healing groups. It is interesting, and worrying, that the Padiham congregation was once
criticised for allowing such events to take place, not by its own members, but by Unitarian
ministers. On the other hand there is an excellent relationship in Southport, between the
Unitarian congregation, and the Spiritualist congregation that shares the premises. The
Minister of the Spiritualist Church there has become a member of the Unitarian
congregation and the healing sessions draw people in from both congregations and wider.
It is interesting to note that website of the Spiritualist Church advertises the Unitarian
church’s events as well as its own.
A recent advertisement on the internet advertised, in the Lincoln Unitarian Chapel, a
demonstration of Spiritual Healing and Spiritual Surgery to be given by Ray Brown, a
Spiritualist Minister and healer who believes himself to be a channel of healing for the work
of St. Paul. The Unitarians may not have been involved, but it says something about us that
we can allow the promotion of something that many Unitarians cannot appreciate.
In the United States, the subject of Spiritual Healing is as controversial as it is here. Having
said that, one of the UUA’s most respected retired ministers and prominent hymn writers,
Thomas Mikelson, has promoted spiritual healing and admitted to being a spiritual healer
himself. Members of the UUA are more and more discussing the possibility of involvement
in such practices. The Unitarian Universalist PSI Symposium is an organisation set up to
study paranormal, psychic and intuitive areas of consciousness as a pathway to personal
development and spiritual growth. As well as researching a number of areas of interest, it
studies aspects of spiritual healing, including energy healing and Reiki. In other parts of the
world, spiritual healing is more formally accepted by members of our Unitarian and
Universalist family. The Filipino Universalists, for example, have a Roll of approved
Healers as well as a Roll of Ministers.
Maybe now is the time to be a little bolder in our British Unitarian circles and find a space
for the practice and promotion of spiritual healing. There are good reasons for us to take up
the practice. Firstly, there are few major world religions that do not include healing in their
spiritual lives, though sometimes it is a tradition held by a minority within that religion. Our
closeness and respect for the more liberal manifestations within the religions should teach
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us that there is still justification for a healing ministry. Reform Judaism, for example,
acknowledges the Jewish tradition of identifying two components of health; the body and
the spirit. The use of the Mi Sheberach prayer is still practised, along with Healing Services,
the main aspect of which is prayer and the recitation of sacred texts. Also, the fact that the
Quakers, perhaps our closet theological neighbours, have their own healing tradition,
should make us think about the possibility of developing our own.
Secondly, I believe that the ministry of Jesus should be rediscovered and reinterpreted with
the insights of modern scholarship. I say this as someone who is not usually identified
within Unitarianism as a Christian Unitarian and it is a label I would not choose for myself.
I feel, however, that Unitarians of all flavours have much to gain by a re-examination of our
Christian heritage. For Jesus, healing was an integral part of ministry. We can now look
back upon the healing miracles, not as the disruptions of natural law that they seem to be,
but as exaggerated representations of the prayerful, meditative, hands-on healing practices
that are common to many religions.
Thirdly, we would have a lot to gain. A practice that would encourage non-members of our
congregations to visit our premises would surely be advantageous. In some cases where
healing sessions have taken place in church buildings recipients of healing have then taken
an interest in the church itself and new members, or at least new attenders, have added to
regular congregations. There is also an altruistic reason for holding such sessions. The
simple fact that we would be carrying out a service to the community should be a
satisfaction in itself. Every Spiritualist Church will hold healing sessions open to everyone
but there is no expectation that they will draw in new members. I am led to believe they do,
however, have that added benefit.
So, if spiritual healing were to become a more regular practice of our Unitarian
congregations, what might it look like? Of course, it could never be possible without the
wholehearted support of the congregation itself. Discussion sessions would be vital in
encouraging studied reflection on the uses of such practices. Perhaps regular sessions of
hands-on healing in a clinical environment is not the way that some congregations would
wish to go. Healing services have been successfully conducted by almost all
denominations, sometimes with contact healing taking place, or with the anointing of oil.
For some, however, healing prayer with the lighting of candles can be an alternative way.
Holding a regular healing meditation session is also a possibility. Whichever way it could
develop it would not please all Unitarians. Nevertheless, the practical application of care
and concern in such a way is surely the outcome of a recognition that we are more than just
physical beings, that we are indeed spiritual beings in a physical body, that what it means
to be a person is not just matter but a combination of the elements of Body, Mind, and
Spirit.
“It is worth remembering (though there is nothing that we can do about it) that the world
as it really is may easily be a far nastier place than it would be if scientific materialism were
the whole truth and nothing but the truth about it.”
Professor Charlie Dunbar Broad, Philosopher,
Lectures on Psychical Research, given in Cambridge University in 1959 and 1960
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Supernatural Whitby
by Ian Thompson
A fine sea mist rolls in from the harbour and gently wraps
itself around you. Streetlights take on a mysterious glow and
the moonless night above you seems as black as Whitby Jet.
Steep, claustrophobic alleyways seem both forbidding and
strangely curious – what could lie on the other side of that
dark thoroughfare, what waits at the top of those stone steps?
Look across the glassy harbour with the twinkling lights of
the old town reflecting like stars and see the ruinous abbey,
standing guard. In surroundings like this it is easy to imagine
how Bram Stoker was inspired to write the classic Dracula
after a holiday in August 1890 to the North Yorkshire seaside town of Whitby.
Bram Stoker already had the idea for the novel but it lacked any sort of substance until he
travelled to Whitby and became immersed in the rich atmosphere of that seaside town. So, what
is it about Whitby that makes it such an atmospheric and mysterious place? What sets it apart
from the other seaside towns along the same North Sea coast? The answer lies in the rich
tapestry of ghosts and legends that lurk in those narrow streets. These same legends and
mysteries provided Bram Stoker with inspiration for his novel and I intend to share with you
some of those stories.
Standing at the graveyard at the top of the 199 Steps you can see Whitby laid out beneath you
and it has changed little through the years. At night, the harbour is lit up and the whole town
glows with a magical aura that is both welcoming and entrancing. It is hard to believe that
Whitby’s ghosts are some of the most frightening and sinister apparitions that you could ever
encounter and the town is crawling with phantoms. Take a moment to survey Whitby before we
begin on our journey of discovery and search for the ghosts of Whitby. It is in this graveyard
where I want to begin...
The sandstone gravestones are mostly weathered away and it is often difficult to see the names
carved on them but would we have been able to read them then we would most likely have been
reading about people who had been lost at sea – some recovered, others lost for all time. Perhaps
the words have fallen from the gravestones rather than to record the untruths carved upon them.
Many of the graves lie empty yet, as in the case of Isaac Green, record a different, contradictory
story: Here Lies The Body of Isaac Green whose body was lost at sea and never found.
Local legends tell of poor unfortunate sailors who, having died at sea, were buried in this very
graveyard. Within three days of the burial a phantom stagecoach pulled along by a headless
horse would clatter furiously along the headland to the cemetery. On board would be the ghosts
of long dead sailors,in various states of decay, come to pay their last respects to their recently
dead colleague. Those brave enough to watch the macabre visit would witness the ghost of the
still warm corpse leap from the grave and join his friends on the stagecoach before it was lost
to the night.
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But was this actually a supernatural visitation, or was it something a lot more Earthly? In a busy
port such as Whitby, smuggling would have been rife and it was a known smuggling technique
to play on the superstitions of the locals to aid in illegal activity. A black horse would have had
its body painted white and a cart hung with lanterns to give the impression of a glowing
stagecoach driven by a headless horse. A coffin could be laden with all manner of contraband
and dug up within days of the funeral. The smuggling was thus protected by the fear of seeing
the phantom carriage, a legend put about by canny smugglers to keep prying eyes away perhaps?
I want to move on to the narrow, cobbled streets of the East side of Whitby now and we shall
take the 199 steps down. As we walk down you will notice, on your right hand side a number
of benches where you will often see tired souls resting as they ascend the steps to reach the top
of the cliff. However, these are not benches for the convenience of the passing tourist. They are
coffin rests. Placed at strategic points up the steps to provide a place for pallbearers to rest a
coffin on the way to the funeral in the graveyard above!
We have reached the bottom of the 199 Steps and twisting away are some of the most picturesque
cobbled streets in Whitby. But by night these streets are home to another ghostly creature, the
Barguest – or town ghost. The Barguest is not unique to Whitby, indeed many towns and
counties have their own and they take the form of a great black dog. By now, I would expect
you will have remembered the arrival of the Russian schooner The Demeter in Dracula. It
crashed onto Tate Hill Sands during a terrible storm and a black dog was seen to leap from the
ship – Dracula in another form. In fact, we are only metres away from the very alleyway that
leads to Tate Hill Sands, the very alleyway that Dracula ran through! The Barguest is an example
of how Bram Stoker drew on local legends when writing his novel. The Barguest, in Whitby
lore, would roam around the dark streets in the middle of the night, stalking poor souls. Woe
betide any person who laid eyes upon the coal black beast with its blazing eyes, for to do so
spelt certain death.
Unlike the phantom carriage, it is not clear exactly how the legend of the Barguest came about
but it does remind me of a tale I heard when visiting St Malo in France. In that town, when night
fell, the gates to the town’s walls would be bolted shut and not opened again until the morning.
To enforce a strict curfew a pack of hungry and vicious dogs would be let loose to roam the
streets. Anyone left outside would be fair game and the remains of anyone breaking the curfew
would be left as a warning. So was Whitby’s Barguest a means of enforcing a curfew of sorts,
or was it another smuggler’s trick to keep the superstitious safely within their homes whilst they
engaged in unlawful business? Perhaps there really is a phantom hound patrolling the streets of
Whitby at night? It might be wise to proceed quickly, and with caution!
Not far down Church Street is the White Horse and Griffin hotel. It is rumoured that one of
these rooms was once the lodgings of Charles Dickens, author of A Christmas Carol. In the
1980s the hotel was a museum of curios and oddities from the Victorian era and one of the rooms
was set up as a scene from one of Charles Dickens’ famous stories, Great Expectations. People
would report a strange sense of dread when passing through the room and would feel the urge
to leave. Today the hotel features a room called the Dickens Room. Is this that same room?
And are you brave enough to stay a night there? Shortly after the museum closed it stood empty
for a while and an amateur ghosthunter sneaked inside with a tape recorder. He set the tape to
record and settled in for the night but fled in fear a few hours later! The reason? His tape
recorder had picked up the sound of running footsteps, the slamming of a door, and the cracking
of a whip!
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As we know, Whitby has relied on fishing as one of its main industries but around 200 years ago
things were not so successful and some Whitby fishermen turned to piracy to make ends meet.
On one occasion the pirates attacked a ship and on board was the Captain’s wife. The pirates
were ruthless and cast all on board into the sea. Just as one of the pirates was about to hurl the
Captain’s wife overboard he noticed that she was wearing a beautiful silk shawl and he snatched
it from her shoulders thinking that it would make a lovely present for his wife.
The pirate returned home and did give the shawl to his wife, he just failed to tell her how he had
obtained it! The following Sunday the wife was dressing for church and wrapped the silk shawl
around her shoulders, admiring the beautiful patterns and exquisite colours. She raised her head
to look into the mirror and suddenly saw the pale and tragic face of the drowned woman staring
back at her! The spectre reached out with a white bony hand and the pirate’s wife went insane
with terror and died soon after. No one knows what happened to the shawl afterwards, but
Whitby has many stores selling antique clothing and artifacts. Perhaps it is waiting for the next
unsuspecting victim?
My last story takes us back up to the Abbey where the ghost of the Abbess Hilda
is said to
haunt the ruins. Many hundreds of years ago an illiterate herdsman was laid in the straw of the
stables listening wih great sadness to the sound of the layworkers singing and unable to join in.
The stable suddenly lit up with a mysterious light and a glowing figure appeared before the
herdsman and instructed him to stand up and “sing of the beginning of created things”.
He ran to the abbey in fear to report what had happened to the Abbess. She sat him down and
told him the story of Genesis which he began to recite in plainsong. He was so affected by the
experience that he became a monk. His name was Caedmon and he was the first English
Christian poet. If you find yourself amongst the ruins of Whitby Abbey at dawn on Christmas
Day, then you may be able to hear the sounds of a ghostly choir singing Caedmon’s songs.
(Ian is author of ‘Dracula’s Whitby’ published by Amberley Books - see review in this issue)
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USPS at GA 2012
by Ann Kader
It was my first time at a Unitarian General Assembly conference, as I have only been a
member for about two years. This years General Assembley (GA) was held at Keele
University in early April. The venue was packed with delegates from around the country,
making this the Unitarian event of the year.
I was very excited to go and really looking forward to the USPS talk on the afterlife given
by Dr. Roger Straughan. Roger is a philosopher and was a lecturer in education at Reading
University. He has now retired
from that post. Roger is also an
expert on the life of Arthur Conan
Doyle, the renowned spiritualist
and writer.
The talk was called “Mapping the
Afterlife” and Roger gave alleged
evidence on the stages one may
come across in the afterlife.
The room was packed to standing
room only, and Roger didn’t
disappoint. There were people I
spoke to who were skeptics but
after the talk, they left with more
open minds. All of us who
listened, were riveted and at the
end Roger answered a range of
questions.

Katie Hall & John Pickering man the USPA stall at GA

The audience left with our heads
aching with thinking and
conversations about the afterlife
continued well into the evening
after the talk had finished.
A great first experience of GA
for me and I look forward to
next year.
Left to Right: USPS Vice-President Rev. Bill Darlison
and Dr. Roger Straughan
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Minutes of the USPS AGM, Great Hucklow, Friday 7th September 2012
1. Apologies: An apology had been received from Secretary Hazel Reynolds who suffered
a stroke a week ago and who is in hospital.
2. Minutes of last year’s meeting: These were read and approved, and signed by the
Chairman Colin Wyatt.
3. Membership Secretary’s Report: Jo Rogers reported that we have 68 paid-up members
for 2012, with 33 people still owing making a possible total of 101. Two people have died
and one has resigned. Since the last AGM we have 15 new members joining the Society.
One member who died, Peter Langridge, kindly donated the sum of £2000 to the Society in
his will.
4. Treasurer’s Report: Kath Pearson presented the Accounts up to 31 December 2011, the
balance at the end of the year being £3657.64. Kath was thanked for all her work in sorting
this out.
5. Appointment of Officers: Trustees are Kath Pearson, Colin Wyatt, Glenise Waterfield
and Vernon Marshall. Bert Bachelor has now resigned, and David Taylor agreed to find
another trustee.
6. Appointment of Committee Members: Vivien Ellis volunteered to join the Committee,
and she was thanked and warmly welcomed. The rest of the Committee were re-elected en
bloc.
7. Speakers for the General Assembly in Nottingham & Next Year’s Conference in
Warwick: David Taylor reported that Roy Stemman, a researcher and author into psychic
phenomena had been approached to speak at the GA meetings. David is also inviting
Cherry Simpkin, Editor of the Quaker Fellowship for After-Life Studies, Rhonda Riachi,
Chair of the Oxford Branch of the Alister Hardy Society, and Anthony Peake, author of ‘Is
there Life after Death?’ to speak at our Warwick conference.
8. Next year’s Conference dates: The GA meetings will be from April 11 – 14 2013, and
the USPS will be holding a one-day Conference at Warwick Chapel on 21 September 2013.
9. Membership Fees/Journal: David continues to produce the Journal twice a year.
Although postage costs have risen, production costs are down so there is no need to change
the fees which stand at £10 per single person and £12 for a couple sharing an address.
10. Any Other Business: John Pickering and Katie Hall have done a lot of publicity for the
Society, and Hazel Reynolds and Jo Rogers have written articles for the Inquirer and the
Unitarian. David Taylor has produced a massive and varied amount of posters, labels and
forms for the Society, and has written articles which have appeared in the Paranormal
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Review Magazine, the Quaker Journal for Afterlife Studies and the Churches’ Society for
Psychical and Spiritual Studies, to name but a few. Thanks were given for all this work.
11. Library: Vivien Elliott will be downsizing the library and will be giving David tapes
of old lectures and other historic documents.
12. Website: David mentioned the need for our website to be updated. Jo agreed to send
David details of people within the Unitarian movement who may be able to help or take this
over.
13. Secretarial Role: It was agreed that in Hazel’s absence any secretarial work will be
shared amongst the Committee.

Report on the USPS Conference 2012
by Jo Rogers
This took place at The Nightingale Centre Hucklow from 7 – 9 September. A great bonus was that
the weather was good!!! That, together with friendly people and excellent speakers, made for a most
successful and enjoyable weekend.
Having disposed of the AGM in record time we were then able to concentrate on the various
happenings which made up the programme.
First we heard the Rev Glenys Clarke who is a Spiritualist as well as a
Unitarian at Southport, and is also a medium, healer and therapist. Her subject
was ‘Different Spiritual Gifts’ and Glenys described how she had learnt
healing from the famous psychic Harry Edwards, amongst others, and feels
that the the gift of healing is the highest and best of the gifts. Glenys touched
on many spiritual gifts: clairvoyant, clairaudient and clairsentient healers, aura
reading, psychometry and physical mediumship. She explained that ectoplasm
could be floppy or stiff, emanating from the body of the medium, described the
soul as being ‘like a piece of chiffon’, and the body’s chakras as trumpet-like
in shape in an adult, but closed and more round in a child. All fascinating stuff!

Rev Glenys Clarke

Saturday began with a gentle meditation led by Glenise Waterfield (I played the piano). This was
BEFORE BREAKFAST – aaaggghhh!!!
Rev John Hetherington was our first morning speaker who spoke on
‘The Conscious Universe’. This was a very well-researched and
erudite exploration of ‘old gods are dead or dying … people ask what
is the new mythology’ (words of Joseph Campbell). John’s talk was
wide-ranging and referred to many philosophers and writers. The bit
that I was most interested in was his summary of Gordon Lynch’s
(author of the book ‘New Spirituality’) argument that present-day
spirituality tends towards 1) guiding intelligence; 2)
pantheism/panentheism; 3) mysticism/the divine feminine; 4)
sacralisation of Nature; 5) sacralisation of self as manifestation of the
Rev John Hetherington
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Divine; 6) religion seen as metaphorical. John also discussed the argument of mind and soul – are
they the same thing? Do they/does it transcend space and time? Much food for thought and further
reading.
Next Rev Dr Vernon Marshall, Unitarian Minister, talked on
‘Unitarianism and Spiritual Healing’. This therapy may or may not
involve touch, and includes psychic healing, Reiki, hands-on healing
and others. Many denominations include healing in some way,
including Spiritualist, Anglican, Baptist, Roman Catholic, Methodist,
United Reformed and Quaker. Vernon then detailed Unitarians’
involvement with healing, beginning with Rev Joyce Hazlehurst in the
1950s and 60s (who was seen then as a tad ‘off the wall’ by Unitarians
in general) and reminding us of various Unitarians over the years who
have specialised in healing. Some individual churches run healing
groups on a regular basis or, like Kendal Chapel, have occasional
healing services. Healing was part of Jesus’ ministry, serves body, mind
Rev Dr Vernon Marshall
and spirit, can be meditative, and can embrace the needs of the wider
community. (Vernon’s lecture forms the basis of this years ‘Whitby Memorial Paper’ in this issue of
the journal - Ed).
John Pickering spoke in the afternoon on ‘The End is Nigh – or is it?:
December 2012’. Vast numbers of people believe that the ancient Mayan
calendar foretold that the world would end on 21 December 2012. However,
there is no need to take this any more seriously than the many ‘false prophets’
who have predicted various world-endings in the past; for example the
Watchtower Committee of Jehovah’s Witnesses predicted 1914 as the end, but
then (when it wasn’t) predicted 1975. Many people have made a lot of money
out of similar predictions, notably Harold Camping who expected ‘The
Rapture’/Judgment Day on 21 May 2011, and then rescheduled it for 21
October 2011 … and made over $80m in the process. Unfortunately the fakers
blacken the reputation of genuine psychics. Meanwhile we can only wait and
see!

John Pickering

We enjoyed an inspiring and uplifting Sunday service at Hucklow Chapel led by Chrissie Wilkie
whose theme was ‘Happiness’. We then had coffee at the chapel, and returned to the Nightingale
Centre to discuss our own
thoughts,
feelings,
experiences and opinions
on a myriad of psychic
matters!
All in all it was a brilliant
weekend, and we even had
chance to sit or walk in the
sun!!!
Next
year’s
conference will be held at
Warwick Unitarian Chapel
with opportunities to
explore Warwick, Coventry,
Stratford-on-Avon …
Do come and join us!
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BOOK REVIEWS
God, Ghosts and Independent Minds by Newton Green
Reviewed by Rev John Hetherington
Well - how to start? It made me laugh out loud from the first chapter. This is a book that is
fun to read - as well as be guided around almost all contemporary searching for the meaning
of life, the Universe and everything. Yes 42 comes to mind! He kicks off his first Chapter
with these lines: "I have written here about God, ghosts and our independent minds. I have
also included a potted history of the Universe, plus some science and the way in which it
is done.
Newton Green has a history and science background, but he is also a man of inquiring faith
(and an Anglican lay minister). His book informs us across both camps! He is a member
of the Society for Psychical Research too. He is interested most of all by "the spooky bits".
It turns out, that what appears in the book, may well have first seen the light in his Church
Magazine. I bet there aren't many of those around that cover his breadth! Tony Green (I
guess he only uses, 'Newton' formally), as the Foreword explains, contributed nearly
300,000 words, in 144 articles, over 12 years.
The coverage in his book is eclectic. It has chapters on our relationship to the Universe, the
mythology of Genesis, Evolution, God and how he "speaks"; and how we have discarded
God alongside Christianity's Roots. He extols the need for an "Independent mind." The
rest of the book is mainly mind focussed. He addresses the margins of thought - including
chapters on Consciousness, how the mind works, out of body experience, near death
experiences and reincarnation. These are all topics I am exploring myself these days and I
was pleased to see he has included a major section on Psychical Research topics. I feel a
kindred Spirit is out there!
All I can do in this review is just pick out a few wonderfully telling comments as we go
along. It has been a fascinating and celebratory read - from a thoughtful and erudite man
- who shares the joy of discovering what life is really all about. He wittily talks about the,
"3AM feeling" when we ask what are we getting up for?! He has a downer on those who
accept institutional answers. Humans when they emerged as homo sapiens had the same
mental equipment he or she had. Evolution is a really slow process - but for now we
dominate - though we have not done too good a job in recent years. He notes that our
culture has been more tolerant of free expression than in earlier ages. He also comments
that, "Science should stand outside faith and provides a universal, culturally neutral,
disciplined method of viewing material Creation. It properly concerns itself with the What,
Why and How types of question.
He turns to the limits of materialism, when "science enters the field of human experience".
He is willing to explore phenomena that mainstream science shy away from; and that, he
argues, is not science! He wants science to advance, "credible alternative explanations"
The God questions and the evolution questions need to be open.
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He then talks of the 'Beginning and Development'. "God heard the bang and it was very
big", OR "it went off a little at a time"! Take your pick of current theories. He next walks
us through the "Laws of Nature" via an excursion into "Predestination". He notes that
Quantum Mechanics undermines an entirely predictable universe. He comments, "God
does not force himself on human consciousness". In Chapter 6 he has go at Stephen
Hawking, before arguing for God in Chapter 7, finally concluding that religion and science
are not incompatible. He uses short pen sketches to headline the insight of faiths other than
Christian fundamentalism, before exploring a range of insights from the Old Testament .
He notes how different is the religious mindset in other cultures. He comments that we can,
"live a perfectly good, socially responsible, life without any reference to God." He also
highlights his experience of "thousands meditating in the early dawn in Hong Kong", as
being fundamentally different in kind from the western faiths with their belief based
approach.
For Society members, I guess what you will really want to read are the chapters where he
sets out his thinking concerning: Out of Body Experiences - in which he explores case
histories; Near Death Experiences - in which he explores the soul as an entity apart, while
making reference to Bishop Hugh Montefiore's book - "The Paranormal - A Bishop
Investigates". Regarding Reincarnation, he cites the book, "Children Who Remember
Previous lives" and then explores insights on "RP - Reincarnating Personalities". He
continues this into his chapter on Hypnotism - which in effect it is about developing an
altered state of consciousness. He next explores Telepathy, Poltergeists and Apparitions pondering those phenomena and their nature and role. Other Chapters follow on
Spiritualism and "Post-Mortem minds - the evidence.
He cites Dawkins speaking dismissively in a TV interview. Also, noting when Alistair
McGrath pointed out that, "many Christian readers .. will be astonished at the bizarre
misrepresentations from Dawkins of things being presented as gospel truth." Finally, he
winds up with essays on Cultural Ignorance, the issue of Christianity's preoccupation with
"The 10 Commandments"; and finally Political Correctness; and the necessity of, "Truth
and toleration".
All I have been able to do in this review is give you a high level outline of this wide ranging
book. I would readily buy it and recommend it. It is a fun read into serious subjects and
provides a thoughtful and well informed "overview" of what we might think we know about
"God", the "spooky stuff" and how to retain and use our "Independent Minds".
(See special offer on page 30 to purchase this book)
The Big Book of Reincarnation by Roy Stemman. Published by Hierophant, 2012. 302pp.
£15.99. ISBN: 97809818771. Reviewed by David Taylor
Many of you will already be aware of Roy who is an extremely well known and highly
respected figure in the world of psychical research and Spiritualism. His latest book is a
comprehensive overview of the history of reincarnation and some of the best cases to
support this theory.
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Roy examines all the historical evidence for reincarnation from around the world, and then
gives detailed information of his own globe-trotting exploits to investigate some of the
more credible cases.
This is an excellent book which does much to put the subject of reincarnation, long derided
as a ‘New Age’ fad, squarely back as a subject worthy of serious investigation. Highly
recommended.
Telephonecalls from the Dead by Callum E. Cooper. Tricorn Books, 2012. 193pp. £8.99.
ISBN: 9780956759726. Reviewed by David Taylor
Back in the early 1980’s when I was a young teenager who devoured everything I could get
my hands on about the paranormal, I remember receiving one Christmas a copy of
‘Phonecalls from the Dead’ by D. Scott Rogo and Raymond Bayliss. Quite frankly it both
fascinated and terrified me! Suddenly the humble telephone became a potential instrument
of terror. At any second the phone could ring with a message from the ‘otherside’! Sadly, I
had to wait over 10 years for something like that to happen (that, as they say, is another
story!). Calum Cooper also had a similar fascination with this subject, and has done an
excellent job and pulling together some classic and new cases which seems to suggest that
human consciousness can survive death and may be able to interact with electronic
communication equipment. This is certainly a hugely under-researched subject, and Calum
must be applauded for doing stirling work on this subject. This book is due to become a
modern classic.
Labyrinth of Time by Anthony Peake. Arcturus Books, 2012. 336pp. £9.99. ISBN:
9781848378681. Reviewed by David Taylor
Many USPS members will remember the talk Anthony gave at the USPS Conference in
Warwick in 2011. In Anthony’s latest book he examines a mystery - time itself: how time
functions, how it flows (if indeed it does flow at all). The mechanisms of time - the most
mysterious conundrums, in religious and philosophical thought through to modern-day
Quantum Physics - are all ambitiously tackled by Peake in his most intellectually rivetting
of books.
Anthony shifts from P. D. Ouspensky to David Bohm and Einstein, he also synthesises great
philosophers such as Nietzsche and Schopenhauer. This is beautifully argued in the chapter
`The Philosophy of Time', which, along with `The Eternal Return' and `Time in Disarray'
makes for truly satisfying reading. Yet it is in the chapters `The Physics of Time' and `The
Neurology of Time' are we truly given a scientific angle on its nature - and what a
wonderful and rigorous compilation of disparate thought we treated to as a reader. This, for
me, was somewhat revelatory. For previously I had been quite firmly entrenched in
philosophic, religious and - although I don't like to use the term - `spiritual' aspects of the
nature of reality; and it is in these chapters that gave me the key to a richer understanding.
Previously I had read about the nature of time, or even that `time is an illusion', but if asked
I could never have given anyone a straight, educated answer. It is almost as if I knew, or
wanted to believe on a basic level that it is a `given' - i.e. I had heard it before in fields of
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`alternative thought' - but here, in Peake's book, we are offered an insight into the scientific,
tried-and-tested observations of many eminent thinkers. This book, unlike many in its field,
is a marriage between philosophy and science - and this will be a bridge for people to
appreciate both aspects of the arguments posited in this most stimulating work. A must
read!
Irish Ghosts by Peter Underwood. Published by Amberley Publishing, 2012. ISBN
9781445606521. Reviewed by David Taylor
Like many readers of this journal, I grew up reading Peter Underwood. Holidays in Devon
or Cornwall were always accompanied by me spending my pocket money on Peter’s latest
book from the local bookshop. There is something comforting and reassuring about Peter’s
books. Peter has a great writing style, and no wonder, with over 50 books to his credit he
justly holds the title of ghost hunter, par excellence! I am also extremely fortunate, as
Editor of the Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies (of which Peter is President), to
receive Peter’s reminiscences of past cases for publication in our journal.
I must admit that I have never ventured to the Emerald Isle, but after reading this book, it’s
certainly on my list! Each location is listed in alphabetical order, and each location has its
history; people associated with it; paranormal experiences; the possible identity of the
ghost(s); how often the ghost(s) are seen plus any evidence for the sighting.
There are also some nice photographs to accompany the text, nearly all of castles and
stately homes. As usual Peter writes with a combination of wit and authority that makes his
books such a pleasure to read. This is a thoroughly enjoyable read and a must for anyone
living in or planning a trip to Ireland. Another great book from one of the most respected
and experienced ghost hunters in the world!
100 Best British Ghost Stories by Gillian Bennett. Published by Amberley Publishing.
£14.99. 192pp. ISBN: 978 1 4456 06941. Reviewed by David Taylor
With the nights drawing in, what better excuse would you need to read a new collection of
historical ghost stories? The title of this book may be a little misleading, suggesting that
these are fictional narratives. They are not. This is a collection of historical ghost reports
from the Seventeenth century to the present day. The collection has been compiled by
Gillian Bennett, an internationally renowned folklorist. I first came across Gillian back in
1987 when she wrote the excellent ‘Traditions of Belief: Women and the supernatural’. By
placing these stories in chronological order Gillian is able to show how these reports have
culturally changed over the years. Bennett adds an element of historical context to the
stories, an element sadly missing from other compendiums. We no longer believe in
boggarts and other elementals as the cause of poltergeist activity, and as for the ‘Woman in
White’, the Victorians removed her voice and relegated her to a silent video tape. When you
compare historical accounts of ghosts to the type of report ghost hunters get today (light
bulbs exploding, car keys go missing!), you realise just how much cultural factors play in
how ghosts are perceived and reported.
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Bennett must be commended for the level of her research, as she visited most locations
mentioned in the book. An interesting observation she made while conducting this research
was that there was something distinctive about the location where the story was set, the
place seemed to have a certain ‘feel’ about it. She vividly makes this clear at the
Woodseaves canal bridge in Staffordshire where, in 1879, a traveller claimed to have been
attacked by a ‘man-monkey’. Having visited this location myself following more recent
reports, I can confirm that the place has a strange feel. As a folklorist Bennett is also aware
how ghost stories have been woven into the rich fabric of oral folklore and the tourist
industry. With the former she points out how many of the the ghost stories in the book
conform to what folklorists call ‘migratory legends’ - the same story (woman in white,
phantom black dog etc) retold as being ‘true’ by different people in different locations in
different times. And with the later, she points out how the congregation at St. Etheldreda in
Hyssington have incorporated the ‘Roaring Bull of Bagbury’ legend into their church with
a certain amount of local pride.
It is nice to see Amberley producing a book like this rather than their usual guide to haunted
hostelries and towns. These in themselves were okay a couple of years ago, but now are just
the same old material endlessly recycled for the short term tourist market. This new volume
by Gillian will appeal to a wider audience than some of Amberley’s recent books, in that
academic or not, we all love a good ghost story! Highly recommended.
Dracul’s Whitby by Ian Thompson. Amberley Publishing. ISBN 978-1-4456-0288-2.
£12.99. 128pp. Reviewed by David Taylor
Perched on the Yorkshire coast, Whitby is an attractive and atmospheric setting for one of
the most famous stories of all time - Dracula.
This new book by Ian Thompson, details the historical accounts the town has with this
classic novel, and explores some of the local influences that Bram Stoker encountered
during his time in Whitby.
There are some nice atmospheric photographs to compliment the text, and with the long
dark night here, what better than to curl up with this book (not forgetting your garlic and
crucifix!)
(See Ian’s article about Whitby on page 15 of this issue of the journal)
“I believe in God, but not as one thing, not as an old man in the sky. I believe that
what people call God is something in all of us. I believe that what Jesus and
Mohammed and Buddha and all the rest said was right. It's just that the translations
have gone wrong.”
John Lennon
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NEW!

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR READERS

The Legend of
Spring-Heeled Jack
Victorian Urban Folklore
and Popular Cultures
KA R L B E L L

This intriguing new book uses the unsettling 19th-century legend of Spring-heeled Jack to
examine notions of Victorian popular culture.
Starting as oral rumours, this supposedly supernatural entity moved from rural folklore
to metropolitan press sensation, co-existing in literary and theatrical forms before finally
degenerating into a nursery lore bogeyman to frighten children. A mercurial and unfixed
cultural phenomenon, Spring-Heeled Jack found purchase in both older folkloric traditions
and emerging forms of entertainment
Drawing upon a rich variety of source material, it tells a fascinating story and will appeal to
anyone with an interest in nineteenth-century English cultural and social history, folklore
and literature.
October 2012, 272pp, 978 1 84383 787 9, hardback, £55

OFFER PRICE £41.25
Readers of the Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies journal can save 25%
when they order direct from the publisher, just quote reference 12247.
Order online at www.boydellandbrewer.com and postage is FREE. Alternatively contact us at
Boydell & Brewer, PO Box 9, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 3DF or call on 01394 610 600. Postage
charges apply for all non-website orders: £3 UK, £6.50 the rest of Europe or £10 beyond.

+PJOVTPO'BDFCPPLttUSBEJOH!CPZEFMMDPVL
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Department of Psychology
PO77, Henry Wellcome Building
De Crespigny Park
London SE5 8AF
UNIQUE study, funded by:

Research Study Project
We are interested in talking to people who have had

mystical, psychic,

spiritual or paranormal experiences on at least an occasional
basis, in the last five years.
What is the study about?

Many people describe having experiences which are ‘unusual’ or different to ordinary day-to-day experiences
(e.g. extra-sensory perception or communication, awareness of an alternative reality or different dimension to
life, psychic episodes or spiritual-type experiences). These experiences can be positive and enriching for
some but distressing for others, who may need further support in understanding and coping with them.
This research study will attempt to identify what distinguishes people whose experiences may become
distressing from those who experience them as positive.
We are especially interested in understanding how people interpret or make sense of their ‘unusual’
experiences and which different factors may influence this.
If I take part, what will it involve?
Firstly, we chat briefly on the telephone so we both have a chance to ask questions and to decide together if
this study is appropriate for you. If we both agree you are able to take part we then meet for a one-off
research session.
The research session should take about 3 hours. We will discuss your specific experiences, and ask you to
complete some computer- and phone app-based tasks involving simple tests of reasoning and attention.
We will also ask you to complete a set of questionnaires including questions about self-esteem, current mood
and early relationships with parents. Part of the study will also involve questions about difficult issues such as
experiences of discrimination, bullying and/or different types of abuse. These questions are chosen to help us
understand why some people become distressed by their experiences and to find ways to help. All of our
questions will be asked in a sensitive, non-judgemental and empathic way.

If you would like to take part in the study or if you have any questions
please contact us on:
Name: Eleonore Bristow Email: eleonore.bristow@kcl.ac.uk Tel: 0207 848 0417
All information given in this study is strictly confidential and stored following strict data protection guidelines
and only the researchers will be able to identify your details.
Participation in the study is entirely voluntary and we offer £30 for your time plus travel costs you may incur in
attending the one-off research session
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Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies 2013 Conference
Saturday 21st September 2013
Warwick Unitarian Chapel
10am - 5pm

UNITARIAN
SOCIETY FOR
PSYCHICAL

STUDIES

Speakers
Details of speakers will be announced
in the Spring issue of the journal.
Further details and booking forms will be
posted out nearer the date.

COPY DEADLINES
It is hoped that two issues of the journal will be produced a year, one
in Spring and one in Winter. Deadlines for material for inclusion is the
last week of February and October each year.

STAR HILL PUBLISHING
Star Hill Publishing is a small, family-run book packagers situated in England's Lake
District. We aim to produce the sort of books we all like to read. We hope you will
like them too. As with all things organic, we are starting small and, little by little,
hope to grow into an oak of a book tree.

www.starhillpublishing.co.uk
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Congratulations to USPS member Dr. Rosemary Arthur from
Wakefdield who was the lucky winner of the book competition set in
the last issue of the journal.
Out of all the entries received, she was the lucky winner of Shadows
in the Nave: A Guide to the Haunted Churches of England by Paul
Adams, Eddie Brazil and USPS President Peter Underwood.

SPECIAL OFFER
Copies of God, Ghosts & Independent
Minds by Newton Green can be
purchased by USPS members direct
from the author at the special price of
£10.
Cheques should be made payable to:
‘A. R. Utting’ and sent to:
Mr. Newton Green, Silverstone,
Mathern, Chepstow, Monmouthshire,
NP16 6HS.

Wishing all our readers a very
Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year
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CONTRIBUTORS
Peter Underwood FRSA is author of 48 books on
ghosts and other subjects, is a veteran television
broadcaster and internationally renowned
paranormal investigator. Peter is Life President,
Ghost Club Society (founded 1851); President,
Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies and is a
member of other organisations such as the Society
for Psychical Research, Association for the
Scientific Study of Anomalous Phenomena and the
Society of Authors.
Rev. Feargus O’Connor is minister to Golders
Green Unitarians, North London. In 2009 he was
awarded an MA in Death and Immortality by the
University of Wales, Lampeter. His dissertation,
Grounds for Belief in Life After Death, was
awarded a distinction and commendation of the
external examiner.
Roy Stemman is an English investigative journalist
specialising in most aspects of the paranormal. His
early investigations focused on the work of
mediums, healers and the Spiritualist movement,
while assistant editor of Psychic News, of which he
is now chairman. He soon joined the Society for
Psychical Research and broadened his interests to
encompass parapsychology, in general, and
reincarnation in particular.
Roy edited his own magazine, Reincarnation
International (later renamed Life & Soul) for seven
years but now focuses on writing books. His

published works include books on spirit
communication, healing, UFOs, Atlantis and
reincarnation.
He was a lead investigator in an hour-long English
television documentary, ‘Back From The Dead’,
which was filmed in and around Beirut, Lebanon,
exploring past life memories among the Druze
community. Roy has also contributed to many TV
and radio programs and debates on past lives and
after-life communications.
Rev. Dr. Vernon Marshall has ministered to
Unitarian congregations in Scarborough & Whitby,
Birmingham, Croydon and now serves the Old
Chapel, Dukinfield and the New Chapel Denton.
He is author of ‘The Latger View : Unitarianism and
World Religions’ (The Lindsey Press, 2007)
Ian Thompson has had a long standing interest in
horror films and scare stories. With family ties to
Whitby it was only a matter of time before he
became interested in Dracula and the connection to
the town. Ian is author of ‘Dracula’s Whitby’.
Ann Kader is Treasurer of the USPS and lives in
Plymouth.
Jo Rogers is Membership Secretary of the USPS
and lives in Kendal.

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
All contributions must reach the Editor by end of February (for Spring issue) and end of September
(for Winter issue).
NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Articles should be submitted in the English language and should directly relate to some aspect of
psychical research.
Authors take responsibility for any views expressed, and published articles do not reflect the views
of the USPS.
Submissions should preferably be emailed to: editorusps@yahoo.co.uk. It is the author’s
responsibility to ensure submissions have been received. Alternatively articles can be posted to the
Editor at: 15 Brier Mill Road, Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 3HA.
All non-emailed articles should either be typed or hand written in a clear style, with any
difficult/technical words written in capitals.

Unitarian Society for Psychical Studies
For membership please apply to the treasurer (details on inside cover). The
annual subscription is £10 and £12 for couples. These figures constitute
neither a maximum nor minimum. The Society always welcomes a
voluntary addition to the subscription but it does not wish anyone to be
deprived of membership for financial reasons and so, in appropriate
circumstances, would be prepared to accept a lower subscription rate.
The Society was founded in 1965 by Rev. G. Stanley Whitby and has as its
main object:
‘To encourage the study of psychical phenomena in all aspects with a
critical and open mind’.
It is open to Unitarians and non-Unitarians alike. It carries on its work
principally in the following ways:
•

by publishing a journal, Psychical Studies

•

by holding an annual conference

•

by holding other meetings, notably one at the Annual Meetings of the
General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian Churches at which a
lecture is given on some aspect of psychical studies by someone
prominent in the field of psychical research.

1965

2010

45 years of
psychical enquiry
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